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Introduction
w'b.lle we are here coll.ect,ing our ideas about nuclear sizes 1 I am reminded
of the Birmillgham Nuclear Physics Conference of f'our years ago.
high points of that conference

;,.;:a.a

scribed the electron acatt.eri.ng

One Qf the

the taJ.k of Profea.sor Ho:f'stadter, \v"ho

e~riments

which established nuclear charge

distributions s~ller than the si:oe values 3enerally accepted then.
raise.d -was;;

de~

One question

ufiow can these a:·ad11 be aonc.istent with the larger radii inferred

frem alpha decay data·?"

Thio is one of the central .questions I wish to discuss

llere, aud to ru:ilp us there have come, in the short apan ot' time sire e

Birmingham many importru1t measurements from. inelastic and elastic cross
sections for alpha particle bombardments on conwlex nuclei.
In the space of a few years we have reached a more sophiaticated level 1n
otw concepts o:t nuclear size.

We divide experimental measurements of size into

t;.ro categories; first~ those measuring the charge (or matter} density dL;tribution, such as electron scattering, and., second, those meHsuring the form of
some nuclear potential, such aa measurements
interactions 'dth nuclei.

ot nucleon or

alp~

particle

The second type of measurements quite generally

yield larger measures of size than do the first.

/~other

degree of sophistic&

tion comes from considering tlle diffuse nature and oecasionally the nonsphericity of the nuclear surface, both as regards matter distributions and the
....

various nuclear potential.s4
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-2Ra.dius Determinations viith Sharp Cut-off Models

Many interpretations of the measurements of size of the nuclear potential

for alpha particles are based on
ness

or

!l

sharp-cut...o:f'f 11 models which ignore any diffuse ..

the potential and yield an etfecti ve nuclear

~adius

wish to survey results t'rom such interpretations f1rat.
ments which

mas~

\~"'a

shall therefore compare the R

tne

He

Some types of measure-

now "<tish to compare bave not been made over ,.,ide enough range of

number .A to establish the

lies near

parameter, R.

tiJO

parameters 1n the formula R = a Al/3 + b.

val~s

at the mass n'U'lllber 209.

We

This mass number

lower border of the principal region of alpha emitters and near

the upper border of the heavy stable nuclei usable as targets in alpha bombardment experiments.

Furtherror.e, the nucleus :Si 209 is surely spherical, lying

adjacent to aoubly-ma,gic Pb

208 •

Alpha decay rate data for even--even nuclei my be in·terpreted in terms of'
sharp cut-off eoulombic barrier penetration theory, and -vre ar:e provided ••ith a
set of R values :f'or various alphf.1 em.i.tters.
abU1 ty

1

Unfortunately_ for t;he appl.ic-

ot alpha decay rates to measuring nuclear size 1 them is uncertainty

about the fundamental rate of formation of alpha particles by nuclei; that is,
we are unaertain regarding the hypothetical ''decay rate in the absence of the
barrier," !_ 1 or reduced •{Jidth for alph'a antSsion):8~(=hF).Var1ous alpha decay models

have been propo.sed -with

f

21
raugins from ...10
sec -l. 1n the one-body models to

15 sec -1 in the form of many-body
.
.
2
model proposed by Bethe in 1937.

-10

Varioua

other models have led to predictions intermediate bet,.;een these extremes.

T·,;ble

I shows the R values (in units of fermis, l0-l3 em) indicated for A : 209 by an
analysis of even-even alpha emitters with more than 126 neutrons, uaing the two

extreme models mentioned.
The measurement of cross sections for nuclear inelastic processes in alpha
particle bombardment of nuclei affords another source of radius values, R.

-3-
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Uranium and other avaUa'ble heavy element targets ruive 'been used in radio-

chemical studies of total (f'1.ss1on plus spallation) reaction cross sections as
a function of alpha energy.
pared to t.heOretical -values

Fig. l shows one such excitation funct1on3 com-

4

for two different assumed radii.

The results of

sueb studies vrould extrapo.late to a value of R of 10.4 tor mass 209. (Distances
given in this paper are understood to be in units of l0-13 em.)
A few years ago tbe total inelaatic cross sections of carbon, copper, and
tantalum tor 240 .Mev alpha particles were measured by s beam attenuation tech ..

n1que. 5 The resulting radius ~a derived from these measurements Gives, \~n
extrapolat-ed to mass 209; an R value of ll. 3.
For several lish't nu~lei (A ~ 30} measurements of angular distributions of
r::..

inelastically scattered alpha particle groupe have been made.'"'

In many cases

these angular distributions &how diffraction maxima and minima much like thone
observed in deuteron stripping.

By fitting the distributions to the theoretical

expressions of Aus "tern, Butler, and McManus 7 an eft'ective nucl.ear interaction
radius is obtained.

Of cour&e, it is a long extrapolation from these nuclei to

mass 209, but we include in '!'able I an approximate extrapolated radius figure

Of

-10.8.
'

Our I!¥lst extensive knov.ledgE of the nuclear radius for alphu particles

and its variation with mass number comes from alpha elastic scattering cross
8 shows the
section measurements. Fig. 2, taken from a paper by lgo and Thaler
1

angular variation of elastic cross sections for 40.2 Mev alpha particles, plotted
as

the

·
ratio to the point charge coulomb scattering cross section.

One sees

diffraction structure in the lighter nuclei, but for Ta and heavier nuclei the
fall-off with angle is

~eral.ly

smooth, though a semblance of diffraction

structure is evident at Pb9 Other interesting features my be seen by examinetion of the variatiOn of cross section with energy at fixed angles. Fig. 3,
10
from the work of Kerlee, Blair, and Farwell, shows such a plot.
One notes a

-3a-
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slgni.fieant rise abovE) the ·coUlomb cross section before the drop in the case o:t
The.. rise
is ~ess pronounced in Pb
:
·
· •: not sho,w in Fill 3
for several target el~men-es" ·J.·ne atucttds 6t Ker~ee

.Pb

208

an4 i i 209.

7 and .Fb 206 and is absent

20

~

~.~·

~

!!· 10

cover a wide range

11
of' elem&nts and energies and are analyzed by a sharp cut-off model
in which
a pure cOulembic barrier is asswned beyond a cut-off r.atliU$,
s~tace

which is totally absorbins.

contribution.

i; ~

lliDm&ntum

les$ than critical, £\nd

i.e are ase'Wlled to give their full coulomb :;;.cattering

This toodel fails to reprod,uce the data at large anGLes but s;lves

reasonable fits at s:mail angles.

fig. 1+ is from the paper of Kerl.ee

a.nd shows a plot of R values deduced with this model.
b:y the formula

'·1

That is, the nueleus is assumed to be com•

pletely b.l.ack to partial waves 11ith angular
partial l9aves with

Rl defining a

a "'

1. !Q4 Al/3 + 2.19()..

~ &· .lO

lrh:e radii are beat .fitted

tU.g11ificant deviations away from the

best fit are to be seen, and considerable short-term v:ar·iations are sometimes
to be seen among nearly

nuclei.

ne1ghbor1n~

}

.

Optical model analyses have Given excEU.Lent fits of alpha elastic scetter·
ing anguler distributions.

These auo.lyses have generally used a form factor

t.or

12
real and imaginary potential ot the familiar 'VJoods-Saxon type, ·

v +

1

w

1 + exp (!:•ro\
\ d J
The parameter d measures the diffuseness, and

r.0

is the ro.dius at which. the

nuclear potential. he.s fallen to half its central v'lllue.

8

Igo and Thaler

have

as
published the :t'ollov1ing parameters/\ beilt fitting 40 Mev alpha scattering data:

r

a

0

1.35 Al/3 + 1.3, d

=

0.5, V = -45 Mev, W = ·10 Mev.

These potential.$ signify a short mean free path (-a fermis) for the alphas in
nuclear m.'9.tter.

There now seems to be seme question as to

ho11

unique these

-5values of' the parameters are.

UCRL-8124

Cheston and G.Lassgoldl3 find good fits are obtain ..

able with widely different values of V if the r

o

valu~.

is simultaneously ad-

juated; i.e., the effect of deepen.ing the potential V can be compensated by
decreasing r

0

•

11~

It is of considerable interest that the depth of the real

potential is les.$ for 22 Mev alphas than for 40 Mev 1

8

.

the reverse of the behavior

of the real ;potential for neutron or proton scattering.
We may make some comparison betl•een the optical mod.eJ. potential and the

nuclear charge distribution, since both have been analyzed using the same foz·m
factor.

At mass 209 \.Je \'l'Ould find that the

Igo~Tllal.er

potential falls to half

its central value at a dista.nce at 9.3 and to one-teuth (i.e. 4.5·+ i 1.0 Mev)
at 10. 4.

'l'he real. potentiul ·t-roUld have fallen to 1 Mev at 1J.2.

Electron

scatter~g

analysis15 on b1&muth indicates that the nuclear charge

density :falls to half its central ,value at

6.1~7

and to one-tenth. at 7.62..

It is

16
of interest to noJve that electron scattering in helium b; VieAllister end Hof.stadter
shmJed the alphu particle to be diffuse ·,-rith an r.m.{;. radius of 1.6.

finite size of the alpha particle probably contributes to the extension of the
alpha-nuclear potential beyond the matter distribution, but the finite rouge o£
nuclear fQ>rces and other details probably aloo contribute to the extension.
Can

'.Je

no,.,. apply the concept of diffuseness of the potential tm1ard under-

standing the various sharp cut-off radii d1aCU5sed earlier and

sl.lllllllariz~d

in

Table I?

1
Blair 7 has rather thoroughly analyzed the connection of his sharp cut-off
radii ·deduced from alpha elastic scattering to the optical model potentials.
Simply stated, the pure coulombic b,arrier e,at;.. the sharp cut-off radius and
~
the
the diffuse optical n~del potential giving~beat fit to a g~ set ot scatter·
ing data uQually have in common the same critical £ Yalue for the partial
0

that can just surmount the coulombic plus centrifugal barrier.

'~1lve

From this

connection it is apparent that the indicated sharp cut-oft :t·adiue wlll be just

/

-o-
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slightly larger (because of the diffu.:;e .tail) tllan the radius at the maximum of
the optical model 'barrieJ.•.

~~t

the sharp cut-o:ff' :radius of lO. 66 in Table I the

optical model potential has fallen to around 3 Mev.

The f'iasion-sl)allation react.iou dete:nnination gives the value

o~

R

= 10.4

1

closelJ' similar to the alpb;:i elastic value for reasoms similar to those above.
The "black" nucleuow1ll almo£rc totally ab~~b partial waves ·.~bich cau surmount

the barrier, and these absorbed ':.'aves llliake up tbe total reaction cross section.
Again the analysis will yield a sharp cut-off radius ;vh1ch gives equi'lralent

values of cri·tical ane-ular momentum to thooe given by the true diffuse patential in the energy range considered.

'rhe 240-Mev alpha inelastic processes, study of which indicotea the large
radius R
tiel.

= 11.3,

must be especially sensitive to the tail of the

nue~ear

poten-

Since th:e optical model potential is energy-dependent.: and is probablJ'

even stronger at thiG high energy than at 40 Mev, .,.;e are QOt justified in
detailed comparison with the optical model pote::>tials for 40 or 2.2 Mev alphas.

The alpha-inelastic scattet•ing angular diatributiorw in the light elements
indicate
elastic

811

eft'ective int.eraction distance just

sh~rp

cut-off radii.

son.E~<>lhat

larger than the alpha-

'l'he values seem plau;jible 1 but we shall not

attempt any detailed. cornparu"tive analysis here.
Ho\4 -will the introduction of a diffuse nuclear potential affect the i.J.l·ter•
pretation of alpha decay rate data?

A.;

a first step in ans•1ering this ques·t.ion,

I have pro&rammed and carried out computations on an !Bt.i-650 com.)?uter glving
barrier penetration factors ('iacB approximation) fox all even-even alpha emitters
based on the Igo-Thaler optical niOdel potential derhed from the e:l{tensively
.~

analyzed

4o Mev alpha

scattering.

(Optical model anaiysis of scattering at

energies aore comparable to alpha decay energies HOuld be u;:;.eful in giving a
more appropriate potential. )

Using alpha decay half lives and the diffuse-

-7potential barrier penetrabUities,
are derived in each case.

factor" f).

(8

2

~he
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reduced ·widths18 for alpha emission, 5 2J

is Planck's constant h times the ;frequency

The lower half if Fig. 5 shm.ra a plot of these reduced widths versus

neutron number, and the upper half siveti

corre~:Sponding

values for a shdrp cut-

off radius of 9.] f"ermis for all eveD-even alpha emitters.

In t.he upper plot

one sees (for N > 126) reduced ''idths averaging about one Mev as given theoretic-

1
ally by the Preston form 9 of the one body model.; this agreement, Glf coursa, is
the c.t·iterion for pelection of 9. 3 as radiu.:t> in the firs·t place.
'l'he reduced widths from the diffuse potential ::>ho·,i similar trends 1 but the

magnitudes (for N > 126) average about a factor of five lower than the one-~
values.

The break at 126 neutrons is less for the diffuae potential.

The

diffuse potential gives reasonable values o:f' reduced v1idthlii 1 within the large

6

(factor of 10 ) uncertainty io the theoretical values.

Perhaps such applications

of optical model potentials ca-.1 stimulate further developments in fundamental
4lph.a decay theoJ.·y.

,J.reaccy •re can say from these exploratory calculations that

reduced widths predicted by the one body model are :much closer to the truth than

are those of

mo~t

many body model.s.

C9,.nSe<J,uences of Non-SJ?herical Nuclear £ha~s
and of Zero-Point Surface Oscillations
There are other details besides the intrinsic dif'f'uaeneas ot the nuclear
surface 'lihich should erventually be taken into account in tb.e interpretation of
the various size-measuring experiments

\>Te

have discussed.

First, there 113 abun-

d.ant evidence that the large class of nuclei dbtant from cloeed shells take on

stabilized spheroidal deformation

20

With eccentricities as high as 0. 3.

Second,

there are surely zero-point osc111ation3 of the nuclear surface.
In first approxinat:ton both these effects my be considered as simply

giving extra contributions to the apparent diffuseness of the nuclear potBlltial

-8or rm:1.tter distribution being
~cquences

considered~

UCRL-8124
Some discussion of the special con-

of spheroid·d def'ormation to the

iD 111ade b;y Kerlee et a1.

10

alph"'-sca.tter.i.t:l3 probleru

,fith reference given to Hork of Drm.;dov. 21

3pheroidal deformntion hes important special consequences for the de-

tailed interpretation of

alp..~

dect:!y, especially as regard<> the si.sni:ficance of

the relative intensities of decDy to various member:.:; of a nuclear J."otatioual
;.:e hBve carried im.,ard numerical inte{SI'ations of the alpha decay

band :::.ystem.

wave·es.uation for Cm

242

up to the spheroidal nuc:Lear surf2ce)

22

fiY.ing the boun-

dary conditions at lsrs-e distunce by use of experimental alpha g;.roup intensities
to the g;t'ound rotational bc-ud (t::;; 0,2,1~,6,8 e;roup::l observed).

The boundary

condition.s are not unic1uel;y de".:;ermined by this px·ocedure, since there are t\.IO
possible phase cho1ce5 for each ulpha group

con:.~idered.

based ou anc;ula r correlation c-md inten.:.i t;;.' 3tudies of'
emi tte:cs, 1re believe that the t

= 01

neighDorin~

of .B

=6

~:.n·e

:Jince ,,e

and .£

= a groups

possible solution;;;;.

odd mJ;;s

::~lpha.

t == 2J and £ == h groups are aJ.l iu pha;:,e

1d thin the barrier, although the arguments regarding the

conclusi-,"e.

By indirect argwnents

,e

= 1:.

:ph.e.:..>e are not

completel:y uncert:.:;.in reg.1rdinc, the relo tive

ph~.::>e;;;;

included 1n our treatment' .:e are left '.-iith fou:t

In F:i.g. G ure shovn plot::; of the possible alpha

functions over the s:pheroidc:Ll nuclear surface.

ihiche·ver esse

•.Ja'/C

represent~;

the

true physicnl situationJ 'tTe see evidence for "'chel·e beint; especially preferred
zones for alpha emisBion on the z.pheroidal surface.
such non-uniform

•.:~lph.:t

Tentative explanation...: of

",ra-,.e function.; have been ad-\anced as fol1o-.r3:

the alpha iiDXima represent zoneu of preferred uJ_pha
o.f greate3t probubility of fL1dints the

t'lO:=;",:;

form~:rtion,

Bither

ref'lect:tn;; ;:.ones

lightly bound nucleons, or the

alpha maxima imply hig.l>-J.er order surface deforma.tions extending the surface in
the regionu of the maxima.

He may hope from such studies to gain some infor-

wation on surface deform..<tione of order greater than tHO.

UCRL-8124

Regarding information on zero-point surface vibration amplitudes it seems
possible that alpha decay can give us some clues.

. 242
In the Cm
decay scheme

shown in Fig. 7 one notec, in addition to decay groups to the ground rotational
band, decay to a 1- level, probably to be associated vTith a f:lrst-excited
octopole vibrational level, and decay to a high-lying CHi level, associated with
a first excited quadrupole su.r:t'ace vibration of the t;ype preserving
sylllllletlooy (f3-vibration).

20

The intensities of

a~pha

cylindl~ical

decay to these excited

vibratiopal Gtatej;,) sb.ou.lcl be a function of the amplitude of zero-point oscillation.

quarrtitativ~

Careful

~alitatively

treatment of' the problem b.i.1s not been completed yet.

we may consider a semi-classical argument:

Because of tb:l strong

depend.en·ce of' barrier penetrabllity on barrier thickness, alpha emission

preferentially occur tram a surface element dur_ing ita moximum
in vibration.

This

prafere~e

~-'ill

ou~.:;W"ard excur~ions

will lead to a finite probability that the

daughter nucleus is .1e:tt in a vibrati<:>nally excited sta'G.e follo·wing alpha emission.

Conclusion
Our knowleQ.se

of the nuclear potential. for: alpha particles has certainly

been greatl.y enhanced in recent years, principally by alpha elastic scattering

studies.

Extension of these atudies and further careful optical. model analysis

is impOrtant 1 but the shOrt mean-free path ot alpha particles in nuclear :matter
limits such analysis mainly to exploration of the potential in the nuclear

surface region.

modal fits.

There

SEM1lli3

to be some problem of non-uniqueness of optical

In this situation there is great need for theoretical aid of a

fundamep.tal sort, such as esti:roates 1n infinite nucl.ear matter of the real
potential and effective maus for alpha particles at

for varioulil velocities of travel.

variou~

matter densities and

There is, as mentioned earlier, some evtdence

from optical WBdel work that the real attractive potential becomes more

This work was performed under the a:uspices of the U. S. Atomic
Energy Commission.
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Fig. 1

3 of total reaction cross section

A plot from Ref.

(fission plus spallation) versus energy for alpha particle
bombardment of U

zr::>.

The d.-:~.shed curves are ba~ed on
L.

theoretical values of Blatt and Keissltop:f · for t-.-ro
different choices ot: rediw:s.
Fig. 2

A plot from

~ef.

8 of the experimental ratio of the

elastic scattering cross section to the pure Rutherford
sca-ttering cross section for 40.2 Mlc'.r alpha particles.
Fig. 3

'.\ plot from rtef. 10 of cross section versu3 energy for
'
elastic scat1;ering
of alpha particles from Pb 206 , Pb 207 ,
2
208
P0
, and Bi 09 at 42° (in the laboratory system).

Fig. 4 A plot f'rom Ref. 10 of the sharp eut-off radii from
elastic scattering of alpha particles.

The radii are

ploirted against the cube root of the muss number.

The

straight line represent-s a leeat squtil'es beat fit.
2
Fig. 5 :Upha decay r-educed ,.,idths 1 5 , for ground state tran-

sitions of all even-even alpha emitters are plotted against
neutron n~er (ot' the par.ent nucleus).

Barrier

penetra~

bilities were calculated in the upper plot by the usual sharp
cut-off' of a pure coulombic potential, a cut-off

9.3

rc~dius

of'

x 10·l3 om be~1g chosen to give o2 values in agreement

with one-body theory.
in the lo"·er plot

Barrier penetrabilities were calculated

usi~

a diffuse nuclear potential. defined

by the Igo-Thaler optical model parameters for ~{) Mev alpha

particles. 8
Fig. 6

Alpha w-ave functions are plotted versus polar angle on the
242
spheroidal nuclear surface of Cru
~efined in the \·.rork of
22
Rasmussen and Hansen.
Bounde.ry conditions for the solution::.
at large distance are based on experimental
of aJ..pha decay groups to 0 1 2,

4, 6, and 8

the ground rotational band of the daughter.

a choice of J ==

o,

relati'~

intensities

spin states in

All cases represent

2, and 4 vraves in phase (+) in the barrier,

and the rehtive phases o:f P, = 6 and 8 "-aves are indicated

by signB in the upper riibt-hand corner of each of the
four plots.

Fig. 7 1Upha decay scheme of Cm

21~2
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